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Abstract. This study reports on the investigation of the potential applic-
ability of poly-glycidyl methacrylate (PGMA) films deposited via initiated
chemical vapor deposition (i-CVD) as lithographic resists in the microfab-
rication of non-planar structures. We investigate the appropriate deposi-
tion conditions of i-CVD required to form PGMA films with smooth
surfaces. As a result, under the optimal conditions determined by us,
we fabricate films with nanometer-scale flat surfaces. Subsequently, we
demonstrate that i-CVD is effective for conformally coating a high-
aspect-ratio Si trench with PGMA film via our deposition experiments.
In our deep-ultraviolet lithography experiment, we successfully fabricate
a fine 20-μm line-and-space (L∕S) pattern with a height of approximately
1 μm. Furthermore, in our electron-beam (EB) lithography experiment, we
define a fine 350-nm L∕S pattern with a height of 120 nm. In addition, the
i-CVD process can be used to form highly-sensitive EB resist films; the
lowest dose amount for patterning these films is evaluated to be less
than 0.01 μC∕cm2. Our results demonstrate that i-CVD is a potentially
powerful method to conformally coat lithographic resist films on three-
dimensional structures. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
(SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMM.11.2.023001]
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1 Introduction
Recently, in the research on microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) device fabrication, photo and electron-beam (EB)
lithography technologies on a non-planar surface have been
required for various applications. For instance, photolitho-
graphy demonstrations of an optical fiber end,1 a vertical
side wall for high-density packaging,2 and a cylindrical sur-
face to fabricate a coil on a medical catheter3 have been
reported. In the case of EB lithography, resist patterning
on curved surfaces is required to fabricate a mold of a func-
tional lens with an antireflection sub-wavelength structure4,5

or a diffraction grating.6,7 Thus, the technology of confor-
mally coating resists on three-dimensional structures has
become important for many applications.

Thus far, the development of spray coating has provided
one solution to achieve conformal coating on non-planar
surfaces.8–12 This technology can provide relatively more
uniform resist coatings on non-planar surfaces when com-
pared with those realized with spin coating. However,
even in the case of spray coating, uniform coatings are dif-
ficult to obtain because the flowing effect of the resists in the
liquid phase process is not solved in principle. In particular, it
is very difficult to uniformly coat resists onto a deep trench
without breakage of the resist film at the corners and without
preventing the formation of resist puddles at the bottom of

the trench. In addition, this technology requires severe
optimization of many parameters such as work temperature,
work scanning speed, scanning repeat count, and the
distance between the spray nozzle and the work object,
depending on the material and shape of the work.

Consequently, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), which
allows deposition of lithographic resists in a vacuum, has
been studied as an alternative method to liquid-phase
processes.13,14 The vacuum process can completely avoid
surface tension effects that occur in the liquid phase. In addi-
tion, the magnitude of the mean free path of gas molecules in
a vacuum is usually larger than the dimensions of the trench
structures fabricated for MEMS applications; this makes it
easy to transport a precursor for the deposition of a litho-
graphic polymer to the bottom of the trench. Therefore,
the CVD method is expected to easily achieve conformal
coating of a resist film on MEMS devices when compared
with that achieved by the conventional liquid-phase coating
processes. In a previous study, organosilicon was deposited
as a deep-ultraviolet (UV) resist by using plasma-enhanced
CVD.13 In this method, a SiO2-like material is fabricated as
an etching mask by exposure to deep-UV light, and subse-
quently, the resist are removed by HF treatment. However,
the HF treatment often causes undesirable damage of mate-
rials such as metallic oxides and base metals. Thus, the range
of application of this inorganic resist is fairly limited.
Organic resists are preferable to inorganic resists for the
fabrication process because organic resists can be removed0091-3286/2012/$25.00 © 2012 SPIE
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selectively using an organic solvent or viaO2 plasma treatment.
A previous study has reported that poly-methyl methacrylate
as positive EB resist14 and poly-styrene as negative resist15

can be deposited by plasma polymerization deposition. How-
ever, plasma polymerization deposition causes undesirable
side reactions such as cross-linking. As a result, the sensitivity
of the polymers to EB tends to be reduced. Thus, the CVD
method, which can form high-quality organic resist film with-
out undesirable side reactions, is a promising alternative.

In this study, we employ initiated chemical vapor deposi-
tion (i-CVD) for organic resist coating on a non-planar sur-
face. The i-CVD method based on radical polymerization
requires far lesser energy than conventional plasma deposi-
tion methods due to the utilization of a catalytic reaction in
the deposition process.16,17 Thus, this method can provide
low-temperature deposition of high-quality polymer films
without any side reactions.

Thus far, several kinds of polymers have been synthesized
by i-CVD. For example, many studies have used i-CVD
for polymerization studies of poly-alkyl acrylates,18

poly-trivinyltrimethoxycyclotrisiloxane,19 poly-perfluoroalky-
lethylmethacrylate,20 poly-glycidyl methacrylate (PGMA),21,22

etc. In this study, we select PGMA as the lithographic resist.
Although the patternability of PGMA as a positive deep-UV
resist23 and negative EB resist24 has been investigated pre-
viously, PGMA has thus far been synthesized by conventional
polymerization processes in solution. In addition, there are
few reports on the patternability investigation of PGMA
synthesized by i-CVD.21 In this study, in order to investigate
the application potency of PGMAvia i-CVD for use as litho-
graphic resist for MEMS device fabrication, we first inves-
tigate the appropriate deposition conditions required to form
a smooth PGMA film. Subsequently, we investigate its con-
formability by depositing the films on a deep Si trench.
Finally, the photo and EB patternabilities are evaluated by
lithographic pattering experiments.

2 Deposition Experiment of PGMA Film Via i-CVD
PGMAwas synthesized from glycidyl methacrylate (GMA)
and tert-butyl peroxide (TBPO), which were used as mono-
mer and initiator, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. Some
kinds of initiators, such as perfluorooctane sulfonyl fluoride,
triethylamine, and TBPO have been studied for application
in the i-CVD process.17 One of the advantages of using
TBPO is that it can be decomposed homolytically by low-
temperature heating using a hot catalytic wire. Its chemical

stability and relatively high vapor pressure are also suitable
for the CVD process. Thus, for the abovementioned reasons,
we employed TBPO as the initiator in this study. The labora-
tory-fashioned i-CVD setup shown in Fig. 2 was used for
deposition of the PGMA film. The deposition procedure
used in the study is given below. At first, a Si sample sub-
strate was positioned on a substrate holder in the chamber.
Subsequently, the chamber was evacuated until the vacuum
pressure was reduced to less than 1 × 10−5 Torr. Next, GMA
and TBPO vapors were introduced into the chamber under
reduced pressure. In order to increase the vapor pressure of
GMA, the GMA storage bottle was heated to approximately
70 °C. The supplied amounts of TBPO and GMAwere con-
trolled by modulating the ratio of each partial pressure. Sub-
sequently, a nichrome wire was heated by applying a current
of 1.3 A to generate the radical initiator derived from TBPO.
The temperature of the wire was measured as approximately
280 °C by using a thermocouple. The generated radical
initiator on the wire surface caused generation of the
GMA radical by collision between the radical initiator and
the GMAmonomer, which resulted in the initiation of radical
polymerization of PGMA in the gas phase and on the sample
surface. As a result, a PGMA film was formed on the sample
surface. In the laboratory setup, a glass cylinder was placed
in the chamber, and a narrow gap was provided between the
cylinder and the wall of the chamber to decrease the exhaust

Fig. 1 Synthesis of poly-glycidyl methacrylate (PGMA) via initiated
chemical vapor deposition (i-CVD).

Fig. 2 Schematic of i-CVD equipment used for PGMA deposition.
(a) Side view. (b) Top view.
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rate of the gas molecules. As a result, the stay time of the
initiator and precursor around the sample and the nichrome
wire could be increased, and this resulted in the improvement
of the uniformity of the deposited film.

First, we investigated the optimum deposition conditions
along with the deposition rate required to form a smooth
PGMA film. The morphology of the film was investigated
by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Figure 3(a) shows
the AFM image of the PGMA film that was deposited for
30 min under a total pressure of 0.3 Torr at the GMA partial
pressure/total pressure ratio of 0.33. It can be observed that
the resulting PGMA film exhibits a very smooth surface. The
film’s surface roughness (Ra) was measured to be approxi-
mately 1.2 nm by means of AFM. Figure 3(b) shows the
image of the film deposited for 30 min at a GMA partial
pressure/total pressure ratio of 0.83. Under this condition, a
powder-like film was formed with large particles of diameter
of approximately 3 μm. We speculate that the formation of
the powder-like film was caused by increase in the collision
probability of GMAmolecules in the vapor phase due to high
GMA concentration. This increase may have led to accelera-
tion of the particle growth of PGMA not on the substrate
surface but in the gas phase. As a result, the deposited
film showed powder-like characteristics.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the GMA partial
pressure/total pressure ratio and the deposition rate of
PGMA. This deposition experiment was also conducted at
a total pressure of 0.3 Torr. As the GMA partial pressure
ratio increased, the deposition rate also increased. This result
was caused due to increase in the monomer supply. For cases

in which the GMA partial pressure/total pressure ratio was
less than approximately 0.7, all the deposited film samples
exhibited very smooth surfaces without the presence of any
particles. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the total
pressure with a constant ratio of GMA to TBPO and the
deposition rate. It can be observed that the deposition rate
increased as the total pressure increased; this was attributed
to increase in the monomer and initiator supplies. In this
experiment, all deposited films exhibited smooth surfaces
on the nanometer scale.

Thus, the deposition experiments confirm that the GMA
partial pressure/total pressure ratio is one of the critical
factors to be considered in order to obtain smooth PGMA
films. When the GMA partial pressure was too large, the
formation of powder-like films was observed. Thus, we
demonstrated that smooth PGMA films can be formed by
i-CVD on a Si substrate surface under appropriate deposition
conditions.

3 Conformability Evaluation of PGMA Deposition
Via i-CVD

In order to evaluate the conformability of PGMA deposition
via the i-CVDmethod, the PGMA film was deposited on a Si
trench. A Si trench with a depth of approximately 100 μm
was fabricated by means of conventional deep reactive-ion
etching. Subsequently, we conducted our deposition experi-
ment on the trench.

Figure 6(a) shows the cross-sectional scanning electron
micrographs (SEMs) of the trench with an aspect ratio
(AR) of 1 after PGMA deposition. This deposition experi-
ment was conducted with GMA and TBPO partial pressures
of 0.12 and 0.06 Torr, respectively. As seen from the figure,
the surfaces of the top, bottom, and side walls could be con-
formally coated with the PGMA film without disconnections
at the corners and scallop of the trench structure. For
this deposition condition, the thicknesses of the film at
the top and bottom sides were approximately 750 nm and
520 nm, respectively. Figure 6(b) shows the SEM of the
trench with an AR of 5. In this case, the film thicknesses
at the top and bottom sides measured 730 nm and 200 nm,
respectively. The bottom-side thickness for an AR of 5 was
less than that for an AR of 1. Figure 7 shows the relationship
between the AR of the trench and the step coverage. The step
coverage is defined as the ratio of the film thickness at the
bottom to the thickness at the top. We found that the step
coverage under low-pressure deposition conditions was better
than that under conditions of high-pressure deposition. This

Fig. 3 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of PGMA films depos-
ited at GMA partial pressure/total pressure ratios of (a) 0.33 and
(b) 0.83. The total pressure in both deposition experiments was
0.3 Torr. The term Ra indicates the average and standard deviation
of the arithmetic mean deviations of the profiles.

Fig. 4 Relationship between GMA partial pressure/total pressure
ratio and deposition rate of PGMA.

Fig. 5 Relationship between total pressure with constant ratio of GMA
to TBPO and deposition rate of PGMA.
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result is reasonable because the gas-phase monomer is easily
diffused into the Si trench under low pressure when compared
with diffusion under high pressure due to increase in the
mean free path of the gas molecules. Furthermore, it can

be observed that the step coverage decreased as the AR of
the Si trench increased. However, no disconnection of the
PGMA film could be confirmed by microscope observations
even if the AR reached 10. Therefore, i-CVD can be used to
conformally coat a PGMA film onto three-dimensional struc-
tures such as trenches.

4 Patternability Evaluation of PGMA Film
Deposited by i-CVD for Deep-UV Lithography

In order to evaluate the photo-patternability of the PGMA
film deposited via i-CVD, we conducted a photolithography
experiment, which is described below. First, the UV absorp-
tion characteristics of the PGMA film deposited via i-CVD
were measured to determine the photosensitive wavelength.
In this experiment, a thin PGMA film was deposited by
i-CVD on a quartz-glass substrate. A conventionally poly-
merized PGMA film was also prepared by the spin-coating
process using methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) solution of PGMA
(purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corporation) for compari-
son. Subsequently, the UV absorption spectra of both
films were obtained using transmission measurements, as
shown in Fig. 8. These spectra were nearly identical. It is
to be noted that the wave undulation above 240 nm in
Fig. 8(a) is probably generated from interference of UV
light due to multi-reflections. In each spectrum, strong
absorption below 240 nm along with a characteristic peak
at a wavelength of approximately 215 nm could be observed.
This absorption is attributed to the carbon backbone of the
carbonyl group present in PGMA.23 This result indicates that
i-CVD can provide PGMA films with optical properties
identical to those of conventionally polymerized PGMA
films used as deep-UV resists. In addition, the effective
wavelength region contributing to PGMA photolithography

Fig. 6 Cross-sectional scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of Si
trenches with aspect ratios (ARs) of (a) 1 and (b) 5 after PGMA
deposition.

Fig. 7 Relationship between AR of Si trench and step coverage. Step
coverage is defined as the ratio of the film thickness at the bottom to
the thickness at the top.

Fig. 8 UV absorption spectra of (a) PGMA film deposited via i-CVD
and (b) conventionally polymerized PGMA film.
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was observed to be less than approximately 240 nm. Thus,
the PGMA film deposited via i-CVD can potentially be used
for deep-UV lithography applications.

Subsequently, we examined the sensitivity curve of the
PGMA film to deep-UV light. A 1-μm-thick PGMA film
was deposited on a Si wafer with GMA and TBPO partial
pressures of 0.25 and 0.12 Torr, respectively. After the
sample was baked in an oven at 145 °C for 30 min, the
film was exposed to 220-nm-wavelength deep-UV light
obtained from a metal halide lamp through a chrome quartz
photomask. The exposure area was set to be a square of
dimensions of 3 × 3 mm2. Subsequently, the sample was
developed by being immersed for 90 s in a 4∶5 mixture
of MEK and methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK). Finally, the
sample was rinsed with ethanol solution and dried. Figure 9
shows the dose sensitivity curve of the PGMA film exposed
to deep-UV light. The critical dose as evaluated from the
result was found to be approximately 8 J∕cm2. Further,
we found that the contrast in this case was relatively low
when compared with those of other conventional photore-
sists. In general, as the molecular weight distribution of a
photoresist decreases, the contrast increases. Thus, we spec-
ulate that the molecular weight distribution of the PGMA
film formed via i-CVD was relatively large when compared
with that of chemically polymerized PGMA.

Next, line-and-space (L∕S) patterns were fabricated onto
a 1.2-μm-thick film to investigate the patterning resolution.
The patterning experiment was performed under exposure
and development conditions identical to those for the mea-
surement experiment of the sensitivity curve. Figure 10
shows the optical microscopy image of the 20-μm L∕S pat-
tern and its surface profile. It is observed that a clear L∕S
pattern was successfully fabricated by deep-UV lithography.
The height of the pattern was measured to be approximately
1 μm, and this value was consistent with that obtained from

the dose sensitivity curve. Figure 11 shows the image of a
10-μm L∕S pattern and its surface profile. In this case,
although the height of the resist pattern decreased due to
proximity effects and low contrast, an L∕S pattern could
be fabricated fairly accurately.

Thus, PGMA films deposited via i-CVD can be employed
as photoresists for deep-UV lithography. The pattern resolu-
tion of the 1.2-μm-thick PGMA film without considerable
reduction of the film thickness was evaluated to be 20 μm.
In these experiments, the deep-UV light used for exposure
was not collimated. In addition, the development conditions
were also not optimized. Therefore, we expect that the pat-
tern resolution of the PGMA film can be further improved
by using collimated deep-UV light along with optimization
of the development process.

5 Patternability Evaluation of PGMA Film in EB
Lithography

Finally, we investigated the patternability of PGMA films in
EB lithography. In this experiment, a 250-nm-thick PGMA
film was deposited on a Si substrate under deposition con-
ditions identical to those of the deep-UV lithographic experi-
ment. In the measurement experiment of the sensitivity to
EB, a 400-nm-wide line pattern was drawn using an EB
with an acceleration voltage of 20 kV. Subsequent to the
drawing of the pattern, the substrate was developed by
being immersed for 3 min in a 7∶1mixture of MEK and etha-
nol solution. The sample was finally rinsed with MIBK for
1 min and dried. The thickness evaluation and the observa-
tion of the patterned structure were conducted by AFM.

Figure 12 shows the sensitivity curve of the PGMA film
to EB. The figure indicates that low dose amounts of no more
than 0.01 μC∕cm2 were sufficient to achieve the required

Fig. 9 Dose sensitivity curve of PGMA film exposed to deep-UV light
at 220-nm wavelength.

Fig. 10 (Left) 20-μm line-and-space (L∕S) patterns on PGMA film as
defined by deep-UV lithography. (Right) Surface profile of line pattern.

Fig. 11 (Left) 10-μm L∕S pattern on PGMA film as defined by deep-
UV lithography. (Right) Surface profile of line pattern.

Fig. 12 Sensitivity curve of PGMA film to electron beam (EB) at accel-
eration voltage of 20 kV.
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pattern definition. In this experiment, the dose could not be
decreased to less than 0.01 μC∕cm2 due to limitations in the
EB drawing apparatus. Thus, the least dose amount for pat-
terning was not measured but presumed to be less than
0.01 μC∕cm2. When compared to results of a previous
report,24 the sensitivity of the PGMA film via i-CVD in
this study was remarkably high. The reason for this increased
sensitivity is unclear. However, we hypothesize that the
PGMA film had a very large molecular weight. In general,
the sensitivity of a negative-type EB resist increases as the
molecular weight increases. It has been reported that the least
dose amount required for a chemically-synthesized-PGMA
resist with a molecular weight of 125,000 was measured
to be approximately 0.02 μC∕cm2.24 Thus, we believe that
the PGMA synthesized by i-CVD in our study may have
had a large molecular weight of more than 200,000.

Subsequently, we investigated the patterning resolution of
PGMA film via the L∕S pattern definition experiment. In this
experiment, a 250-nm-thick PGMA film deposited on a Si
substrate was used as the patterning sample. Figure 13
shows the AFM image of the 350-nm L∕S pattern defined
by EB lithography using a dose of 0.01 μC∕cm2 and its sur-
face profile. A fine L∕S pattern was successfully defined in
the experiment. The difference of the average height between
the exposed and unexposed areas measured approximately
120 nm. This pattern height is considered to be the accep-
table margin for microfabrication processes. In the case of
the 150-nm L∕S pattern, as shown in Fig. 14, although
the difference of the average height between the exposed
and unexposed areas decreased and varied depending on
the position of height measurement, the required patterning
could be successfully realized.

Therefore, PGMA films deposited via i-CVD can be
employed as highly sensitive resists for EB lithography.
Further, we believe that pattern resolution with EB lithogra-
phy can be improved by optimization of the development
conditions.

6 Conclusion
In this study, we investigated the potential applicability of
PGMA films formed via i-CVD as lithographic resists for
microfabrication of non-planar structures. From our deposi-
tion experiments, we found that the GMA partial pressure/
total pressure ratio is one of the critical factors to be consid-
ered in obtaining smooth PGMA films. Further, smooth
PGMA films can be formed by i-CVD under appropriate
pressure conditions. The results of our deposition experi-
ments on a Si trench demonstrated that i-CVD can effectively
enable conformal coating of polymer films on a three-
dimensional structure such as a deep trench with a high
AR. When PGMA film is used as a mask for dry etching
process in actual MEMS device fabrication, the film-
thickness difference between the top and bottom of the
trench might not be optimal if the etching resistance of
the film to plasma is low. However, the deposited film
may be practically useful as a mask for the wet etching pro-
cess of a metal by its etchant or the etching of SiO2 by HF
solution. The optimization of the deposition conditions can
further improve the step coverage. For example, increase in
the substrate temperature is considered to be effective in
improving the step coverage; the temperature increase can
enhance surface diffusion on the substrate surface. In both
deep-UV and EB lithography experiments, we successfully
demonstrated the patterning of PGMA film samples. In deep-
UV lithography, a fine 20-μm L∕S pattern with a pattern
height of 1 μm could be defined. This resolution is consid-
ered to be suitable for MEMS device fabrication. In EB litho-
graphy, a fine 350-nm L∕S pattern with a pattern height of
120 nm was fabricated. In addition, the PGMA film depos-
ited via i-CVD exhibited remarkably high sensitivity; the
lowest dose amount for patterning was evaluated to be less
than 0.01 μC∕cm2. In general, it is very difficult to form
such a sensitive EB resist by plasma polymerization. Thus,
i-CVD can be used to form EB resist films with higher
sensitivity than those obtained using plasma polymerization.
We believe that the i-CVD process has great potential to be
applied as the coating technology of lithographic resists on
three-dimensional structures in the fabrication of MEMS
devices.
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